Effect of novel filler particles on the mechanical and wear properties of dental composites.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the method of producing pre-polymerized fused-fiber filler modified composite (PP-FFMC) particles and the effectiveness of incorporating these novel filler particles into dental composites. Fused-fiber filler (FFF) blocks were impregnated with composite by two different methods. Three-point flexure tests were utilized to determine which was more effective. In order to assess the effect of the addition of PP-FFMC particles, two Bis-GMA/TEGDMA based conventional composite compositions were utilized as baselines, to which the novel particles were added. Mechanical and wear tests were performed to determine the fracture toughness, biaxial flexure strength, and in vitro wear of the materials. Mechanical testing showed that the addition of PP-FFMC particles decreased the strength and toughness of the conventional composites. Wear tests indicated that addition of the same particles improved the wear behavior of the conventional composites. SEM analysis of the fracture surfaces indicated that the PP-FFMC particles were incorporated without creating porosity, and that fracture was transgranular through the reinforcing particles. Microscopic flaws observed in the novel particles are the likely explanation for the observed strength and toughness values. The results indicate that PP-FFMC particles have the potential to improve the wear properties of dental composites, however, they adversely affect the fracture behavior. Existing processing techniques for these particles, which introduce imperfections, limit their current usefulness.